Heavy Duty axles

Increased payload and axle load.
Faster maintenance.
Higher availability

trailer axles

Heavy Duty axles
for every demand

Increased payload and axle load.
gigant heavy duty axles are designed for extreme use in the low-loader
and heavy duty transport applications. The extremely robust construction permits axle loads
of up to 12.0 t. The rigid trailer axle can in exceptional circumstances be loaded up to 13.0 t.
At the same time gigant axles are one of the lightest axles on the market.
For the user, this means reduced weight when empty and increased payload.

Faster maintenance.

Axle loads ranging up to 12 t

All major components of the gigant axles are designed for maximum serviceability
with the minimum amount of maintenance. All wheel bearings are maintenance-free.
With gigant axles, disassembly of the wheel bearing is not required
for the changing of brake linings. The proven PROTEC brake provides fast and easy brake
lining replacement without the need for special tools.

Higher availability.
All gigant heavy duty axles are effectively maintenance free, requiring minimal
lubrication and no adjustment. For example, the wheel bearing is a completely
maintenance-free compact bearing. Therefore saving time, labour,
cost and ensuring reliability - at all times.
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Quality
made in Germany
gigant: Axlar från Dinklage/Tyskland
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Bromstrumman
framför navet

PROTEC-broms

- Servicevänlig konstruktion

- Servicevänlig konstruktion.

- gigants excentriska bussning gör

- Helt underhållsfritt

- Monoblock teknologi.

- Snabbt och enkelt underhåll utan att

- Snabbt att byta backar och inga

spårjusteringen enkel och exakt.

- Lång livslängd

- Hela axelkroppen är

behöva demontera navet.

specialverktyg behövs

- Lägre underhållskostnader.

smidd i ett stycke.

Byt bromsar enkelt

Skiv- eller
trumbroms

Excentrisk bussning
Alltid på rätt spår

- Rätt spårinställning minskar

Kompaktlager
Underhållsfritt

Mono-bloc Teknologi
Inga svetsfogar

rullmotståndet, däckslitaget och

- Starkast tänkbara konstruktion

bränsleförbrukningen.

utan brottanvisningar.
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Low-bed trailer axle

Low-bed trailer axle with self steering

The low-bed trailer axle GKH2 3020 is a rigid axle
designed for wheel sizes from 15 inch to 19.5 inch.
This enables very low profiles with axle loads of
10.5 t to 12 t.

With the GNKH2 3020 gigant have in their program a
robust and compact self steering axle for axle loads of
10.5 t up to 12.0 t.

The gigant low-bed trailer axle GKH2 3020 is

constructions. The GKH2 3020 meets the

Thanks to the compact design of the gigant low-

bolt. In addition, the gigant GNKH2 3020 uses a

suitable for all heavy duty and low-bed trailer

toughest demands for robustness and reliability

bed trailer self steering axle, the GNKH2 3020

stabilisation bellow as a load dependant stability

applications where steering is not a requirement.

and can serve up to 13 t raised capacity. For the

can achieve a steering angle of between 20 and

system for optimal routing with minimal resi-

A wide range of axle tracks and wheel size opti-

rigid low-bed axle trailer, gigant are available to

25 degrees, depending upon tyre size and track.

stance. The gigant self steering model for 19.5

ons allow for the axles to be used in a wide

offer the 19.5 wheel model in drum or disc brake

The setting of the axle track on the steering rod is

inch wheel connection is also available in disc

variety of applications and different trailer

format.

simple and accurate by the use of an eccentric

brake version.

GNKH2 3020

DKH2 3745

GKH2 3020

DNKH2
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Low-bed trailer axle with power steering

Walking beam axle

The gigant GZK2 3020 is a trailer axle with power steering,
designed for axle loads of 10.5 t up to 12.0 t. The GZK2
3020 is common to all available steering systems.

The gigant walking beam axle GOKPS 3015 is specifically
designed for hydraulically steered low loaders in the heavy
duty multi-axle line segment. It is suitable for a number of
different manufacturers of pendulum suspensions.

This power steered trailer axle has been speci-

of mounting, increased space as well as the

Walking beam axles in combination with hydrau-

restrictive design requirements. Furthermore, it is

fically designed for use in low-loader and heavy-

possibility of a larger steering angle. The gigant

lic steering systems come into their own when

characterised like all gigant axles particularly by

duty applications. The axle is available with an

GZK2 3020 is available for wheel sizes 15 inch,

used for heavy loads and extreme steering angle

low maintenance, service friendliness and

offset central body section with a displacement

17.5 inch and 19.5 inch.

applications. With their very compact design and

robust construction thanks to the mono-bloc

track width of only 495mm, the gigant walking

axle beam design. Maintenance free compact

beam axle GOKPS 3015 is the benchmark in this

bearing and the gigant standard construction of

segment. The axle also creates additional free

drum in front of the hub for easy brake lining

space, as an example for the low-bed or other

replacement are also used here.

of up to 65mm. This results in more variations

GOKPS 3015
GZK2 3020
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Independent suspension
The independent suspension DLS from gigant offers a new
dimension in driving comfort, safety, construction space
and steering characteristics within the low loader segment.
The new independent suspension DLS (Dual

57 degrees and increased construction space

Lever Suspension) was specifically designed for

between the wheels by up to 650mm. With only

use in flatbed trailer applications. Thanks to the

675 kg net weight for the independent suspensi-

double arm wishbone and hydraulic suspension

on, gigant DLS is by far one of the lightest

with 300 mm travel, gigant sets the standard in

systems on the market. gigant DLS is available

ride comfort and driving safety. The space-

for axle loads up 12.0 t.

saving design allows a steering angle of up to
DLS 3020
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Wherever you are in Europe and if you are in need of assistance?
By using the gigant Service locator on our website, www.gigant-group.com,
in seconds the help that you require will be available. Just enter the location
of your vehicle into the search and the gigant Service Locator will immediately
inform you of the nearest service and spare parts location.

GIGANT Holding AG
GIGANT Agenten

gigant - Trenkamp & Gehle GmbH
trailer axles

Märschendorfer Straße
49413 Dinklage
Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 44 43.96 20-0
Fax: +49 (0) 44 43.96 20-30
E-Mail: contact@gigant-group.com

www.gigant-group.com

